Performance Comparison of Block-DCT, Kekre’s Wavelet and Haar Transform using LZW and Huffman Encoding in Image Steganography
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes the use of various transforms for image steganography. It focuses on use of wavelet transform such as Kekre’s Wavelet and Haar transform to compress cover image and use of compression mechanisms such as LZW for secret image. Wavelet transform is generated from their respective orthogonal transform. Image Steganography is the art of hiding information into a cover image. A novel technique for image steganography using transforms such as Kekre’s wavelet transform and Haar transform along with LZW is used to convert original image (cover image) from spatial domain to frequency domain. In the proposed methodology the secret message is encoded using LZW technique. Then encrypted image/message is embedded in the transformed carrier image. The experimental results show the comparative results between Huffman coding and LZW compression using Kekre’s Wavelet transform, Haar transform and DCT. Moreover PSNR and RMSE between the cover image and stego image shows the better results in comparison with other existing steganography approaches. The perceptual difference between the stego image and original image is imperceptible to human eye. The results show an improvement over PSNR and MSE compared to the existing approach. Further high security is maintained since the secret message/image cannot be extracted without knowing decoding rules and Decoding table.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Images are an important medium of communication from many years. The digital Images comprises significant portion of information in multimedia communication [9]. These numbers of images used in our day to day life is generated from many sources. Transmission of such digital images requires large bandwidth and it takes more time [9]. Thus requirement of image compression mechanism arises. Image compression reduces the number of bits required to represent the image [9]. It saves memory space required to store the image as well as time needed to transmit it [9].

Various image compression methods are available today. Thus Cryptography and steganography are used together for providing security at a higher end. Steganography is basically hiding of a secret message within a container such as an image in an imperceptible way. Steganography takes cryptography a step farther by hiding an encrypted message so that no one suspects it exists [8].

Transforms provide excellent compression mechanism and they also support information hiding which makes is more useful in steganography. Transform such as Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) has a very high energy compaction property and hence gives a higher compression ratio. But it eliminates correlation across the boundaries and hence results in blocking artifacts. This drawback can be avoided by using wavelet transforms [9]. Therefore wavelets can be used to improve the results of steganography.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In paper [8], a novel technique for Image steganography based on Block-DCT, where DCT is used to transform original image (cover image) blocks from spatial domain to frequency domain is proposed [8]. Firstly a gray level image of size M x N is divided into no joint 8 x 8 blocks and a two dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform(2-d DCT) is performed on each of the P = MN / 64 blocks [8]. Then secret messages/images is encrypted using Huffman encoding and then each bit of Huffman code of secret message/image is embedded in the frequency domain by altering the least significant bit of each of the DCT coefficients of cover image blocks. The results of the paper shows that the algorithm has a high capacity and a good invisibility [8]. The PSNR of cover image with stego-image in [8] show better results in comparison with other existing steganography approaches. It also states that reliable security is maintained since the secret message/image cannot be extracted without knowing decoding rules and Huffman table [8].

In [19] technique for image steganography using transforms such as Kekre’s wavelet transform and Haar transform along with Huffman coding one at a time to convert original image (cover image) from spatial domain to frequency domain are given.

In [9] use of wavelet transforms in image compression. Wavelet transform is generated from respective orthogonal transform is proposed. Image compression using Walsh wavelet, Kekre Wavelet and Slant Wavelet transforms are generated from Walsh transform, Kekre Transform and Slant Transform respectively [9]. Four different size combinations of component orthogonal transforms are used. Size of local component transform is varied as N=32, 16, 8 and 4 [9]. Experiments are performed on twenty sample colour images of size 256x256x3 [9]. The results compare the performance
of three wavelet transforms in terms of compression ratio and bit rate. Each wavelet transform shows different performance when different component size used. It states that Kekre wavelet Transform of any size can be generated from Kekre’s transform.5r

Generation of Kekre’s Wavelet (KW) transform from Kekre’s transform and application of Kekre’s wavelet for steganography is shown in [7]. The full cover image is transformed using Kekre’s Wavelet transform. This transformed image is then divided into 16 equal non-overlapping blocks. Then energy of each block is computed. The secret data is embedded into lower energy blocks of the transformed image. Hiding capacity of 56.25% of the cover image size with 100% retrieval of secret data are obtained in [7]. There is no difference between the quality of the stego image to original one. Finally the results of Haar transform, Modified Haar transform and Kekre’s Wavelet transform are compared [7].

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Here, Kekre’s Wavelet transform and Haar Transforms are generated using respective orthogonal component transforms. Size of component transforms is varied to obtain wavelet transform of same size.

The work donyme previously in Image Steganography was by default in spatial domain and frequency domain was by using LSB approach but since the data hidden by using LSB bit sustain to attacks. A new technique is proposed in frequency domain by hiding the data in the decimal coefficient of each last element of each transformed 8X8 block of the cover image. The data to be hidden are the encoded bits obtained by compressing secret image by using either Huffman Encoding or LZW compression technique. This encrypted data is hidden in last coefficient of each transformed 8X8 block of the cover image. The cover image is transformed from spatial domain to frequency domain by using Kekre’s Wavelet transform or Haar transform. The steganography system can be observed in Fig 1.

Fig 1 Block Diagram for Image Steganography

Separation of Red, Green and Blue plane of cover images is carried out and then the image is divided into 8X8 blocks, padding is done in case of uneven blocks. Then wavelet transform is applied on each block of the cover image. The image thus obtained is the transformed image. The secret image is compressed using LZW compression algorithm. Thus an encoded bit stream of stego image is generated after compression using LZW algorithm. Then this encoded bit stream is hidden one by one after the decimal point of the last value of each 8X8 block of the transformed cover image. The inverse transform of each block gives Stego image. This process is referred as embedding of the secret image and is shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2 Embedding of the Secret Image

Now the stego image is divided into 8X8 blocks and respective transform such as Kekre Wavelet Transform or Haar is applied. Then the encoded bit stream present after the decimal point of the last value of each 8X8 block is extracted. This bit stream is then referred in the LZW table and then the LZW decoding is done on this bit stream to obtain the secret image. This entire extraction of the secret image process is shown in Fig 3.

Fig 3 Extraction of the Secret Image

Since the secret message/image in the spatial domain can easily be extracted by unauthorized user, a frequency domain steganography technique for hiding a large amount of data with high security, a good invisibility and no loss of secret message is proposed.

The main purpose to hide information in the frequency domain is to alter the magnitude of all of the transformed coefficients of cover image. The transform method converts the image blocks from spatial domain to frequency domain.
4. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS

In this section, some experiments are carried out to prove the efficiency of the proposed approach. The proposed method has been simulated using the MATLAB 7 program on Windows 7 platform. The results are been compared with results obtained in paper [19].

A set of 8-bit grayscale images of size 1920 × 1200 are used as the cover-image to form the stego-image. Results are shown in below tables and their explanation is described respectively.

Table 1 shows PSNR values between the stego image and cover image where PSNR value is comparatively greater when using Haar Transform for transforming cover image and compressing secret image using LZW.

Table 2 shows MSE values between the stego image and cover image where MSE value is comparatively greater when using Haar Transform for transforming cover image and compressing secret image using LZW.

Table 3 shows PSNR values between the stego image and cover image where PSNR value is greater when using Haar Transform for transforming cover image and compressing secret image using Huffman Coding under salt and pepper attack.

Table 4 shows MSE values between the stego image and cover image where MSE value is greater when using Haar Transform for transforming cover image and compressing secret image using LZW under salt and pepper attack.

Table 5 shows PSNR values between the stego image and cover image where PSNR value is comparatively greater when using Kekre’s Wavelet transform for transforming cover image and compressing secret image using LZW under speckle noise attack.
Table 6 MSE values between stego and cover image under speckle noise attack

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover Image</th>
<th>Secret Image</th>
<th>LZW</th>
<th>Huffman Coding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Haar</td>
<td>KWT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiger</td>
<td>secImg1</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>secImg2</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>secImg3</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lady</td>
<td>secImg1</td>
<td>0.0125</td>
<td>0.0125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>secImg2</td>
<td>0.0125</td>
<td>0.0125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>secImg3</td>
<td>0.0125</td>
<td>0.0125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf</td>
<td>secImg1</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>secImg2</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>secImg3</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average MSE</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00976667</td>
<td>0.00977778</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 shows MSE values between the stego and cover image where the results are again very much similar for Kekre wavelet transform, Haar transform and LZW under speckle noise attack.

The results states a good improvement over PSNR and MSE values using Haar transform and Kekre Wavelet Transform to convert Cover image from spatial domain to frequency domain without any attacks.

It also shows that the MSE values is lower in case of using Haar transform for transforming cover image and using LZW compression mechanism for secret image.

The MSE values between the stego image and cover image are equal when speckle noise attack is applied on the retrieved image.

Further in figure 3 MSE and PSNR values are shown on respective Cover Image and Stego Image. In the results three different cover images of size 1920x1200 are used to hide three different secret images of size 50x50 one at a time.
Fig 4 and 5 shows the comparative results along with salt and pepper attack and speckle noise attack. The results show the stego images with attacks and without attack along with the retrieved secret image. The results specify the PSNR and MSE values in each case.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper Kekre’s Wavelet Transform (KWT) [4] and Haar Transform [3] are used to convert the cover image into frequency domain. LZW encryption [36] and Huffman Encoding are the compression algorithm used to compress secret image. The encoded bits generated from the compression algorithms are hidden in last coefficient of each transformed 8X8 block of the cover image. In total there will be four combinations used for image steganography such as Kekre’s wavelet Transform of the cover image and Huffman Encoding compression algorithm on secret image, Kekre’s wavelet Transform of the cover image and LZW compression algorithm on secret image, Haar transform of the cover image and Huffman Encoding compression algorithm on secret image and Haar transform of the cover image and LZW compression algorithm on secret image. Moreover PSNR and MSE values are calculated to compare the different techniques of Steganography. The performance of the various techniques is also compared under Speckle noise attack and Gaussian noise attack. The results specify that compression algorithm LZW performs better than Huffman Encoding by using KWT on the cover image. In future other image transforms in combination with different encryption algorithms can be explored.
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